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Kiev, Ukraine — Why did Vladimir Putin grab Crimea? Of 
all the reasons for this crisis — empire rebuilding, control 
of Black Sea oil and gas, delusion born of a long dictatorial 
run — Occam’s razor points to the object of his attentions.

“Ukrainians are not just our neighbors,” the Russian 
ruler said in breaking his silence this week. “They are our 
brotherly republic and neighbor.” Don’t take that only as a 
Soviet man unable to stomach an independent Ukraine out-
side Moscow’s control. For three months, the Kremlin’s so-
called political technologists have portrayed these broth-
ers as “anti-Semitic,” “neo-Nazi,” “ultra-extremists” who 
“threaten Russian speakers.” Mr. Putin needs to distort and 
demonize the emerging Ukraine because the truth terrifies 
him. And should.

Look around this country. Television brings interest-
ing, probing news. Investigative journalists poke into the 
state’s dirty dealings. Kiev’s Independence Square, called 
the Maidan, was a wonder of an engaged society shedding 
the last of Soviet-bred passivity. This was the revolution of 
no sex, no drugs and a lot of rock ‘n’ roll.

The downfall of a corrupt Soviet-style pol in his own im-
age hit close to Mr. Putin. Besides cracks about his height 
— a brave Ukrainian oligarch dared to call him a “schizo-
phrenic of short stature” and saw his bank in Moscow con-
fiscated — there’s nothing that upsets Mr. Putin so much 
as a popular revolution. Add to that discomfort the look of 
Kiev’s new rulers. The technocratic 39-year-old prime min-
ister, Arseniy Yatsenyuk, on Wednesday waited with other 
passengers for his commercial flight to Brussels to attend a 
European Union summit. The new minister for the economy 
took the subway to work. The foreign minister turned heads 
at the cafeteria this week by waiting in line to get his coffee. 
These shoots of transparency and humility contrast with 
the imperious ways of Kremlin rulers.

“Ukraine is the alternative to the Russian authoritarian 
project,” says historian and activist Volodymyr Voitovych. 
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Where Mr. Putin offers a revived empire, Ukraine is a large 
Slavic state that wants to join the West. Where Ukraine al-
lows political freedoms, the Kremlin puts opposition leader 
Alexei Navalny under house arrest and turns the screws on 
TV Rain, Russia’s last independent television outlet.

Mr. Putin offers Russia as a nationalist Orthodox Slavic 
bulwark against gays and other decadent Western imports. 
This Ukraine rejoins with freedom, tolerance (not perfect, 
to be sure) and diversity. Mr. Voitovych, speaking Rus-
sian, says: “A Ukrainian is anyone who thinks of himself 
as a Ukrainian.” The first victim of the police attacks on 
the Maidan was an ethnic Armenian, the next a Belarusian. 
The new interim president is an ethnic Russian. The depu-
ty prime minister, a Jew. Ukraine is also incidentally a far 
more hospitable place for Crimea’s mix of Russians, Ukrai-
nians and Tatars than a Putin-led Russia could ever be after 
last week’s takeover.

The moderation of Ukraine’s politics may be one reason 
why the Putin media have tried so hard to revive the Soviet 
caricature of Ukrainian nationalism as synonymous with 
Nazism. In response, Ukrainian Jewish leaders on Thursday 
wrote an open letter to President Putin to denounce his “lies 
and slander,” saying, “We certainly know that our very few 
nationalists are well-controlled by civil society and the new 
Ukrainian government — which is more than can be said for 
the Russian neo-Nazis, who are encouraged by your secu-
rity services.”

In his apologias for President Putin, historian Stephen 
Cohen says Ukraine is really “two countries,” a pro-Russian 
east and a Ukrainian nationalist west. The past few months 
have indeed revealed two countries: Corrupt insiders and, 
from baroque Lviv to proletarian Donetsk, a nation that 
wants to move on from its dirty politics.

Out in the Russian-speaking east, there is scant separat-
ist sentiment to stir, but Moscow is trying. Mr. Putin had 
thought about half of Ukraine supported him, he told Presi-
dent Yanukovych when he was still in power, according 
to someone who spoke about it with the former Ukrainian 
leader. Annoyed, Mr. Yanukovych commissioned a private 
poll and found the Russian’s support in low single digits, 
this person told me.

To speak of a Ukrainian nation has long been a cause for 
argument. At the turn of the last century, Ukrainian histori-
ans and polemicists offered competing visions. Vyacheslav 
Lypynsky’s has won out. He said Ukraine needed a state first 
to create a nation. Contrary to writers like Dmytro Dontsov, 
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the Polish aristocrat Lypynsky said his Ukrainian nation 
shouldn’t and couldn’t be about ethnicity or language, but 
an idea. Ukraine got its state only in 1991, and inclusion is 
its national identity.

Mr. Putin’s condescending comments about “brotherly” 
Ukraine hit at a worrying truth for him. Every other Ukrai-
nian seems to have close family or friends in Russia. Most 
people here speak Russian, and in most cities it’s dominant. 
Some rural Ukrainians speak syurzhyk, a mix of the two lan-
guages. This closeness is why the prospect of war upsets so 
many on both sides. But it is also why the Kremlin needs the 
Ukrainian experiment to fail.

“What happens in Ukraine, if we reform, is a good ex-
ample for Russia,” says Vitali Klitschko, the retired heavy-
weight boxing champion and a leading candidate for presi-
dent in May 25 elections. “That’s dangerous for Putin.” Born 
to a Ukrainian father and a Russian mother, Mr. Klitschko 
speaks Russian with his family at home.

The Russian invasion of Crimea 
has revealed the fragility of the 
Ukrainian state. “We have ourselves 
to blame,” says Oleh Shamshur, 
the former Ukrainian ambassador 
to Washington. Many politicians 
reared in Soviet days sought power 
to steal. National interest is an alien 
concept to a Yanukovych brain. A 

new generation had to grow up to believe and take pride in 
being Ukrainian. Previously charged with holding the west-
ern front for the Soviets, the military was allowed to wither 
away.

Graft and incompetence are features of Putin-era Rus-
sia as well. The difference is that Moscow is the center of a 
centuries-old state. Mr. Putin has reinvested in his military, 
and of course has nukes too. Ukraine gave its up in 1994.

Picking on a smaller nation isn’t hurting Mr. Putin at 
home. His approval hit a two-year high on Thursday. After 
the revolution here, however, Mr. Putin has replaced Mr. 
Yanukovych as a dark, galvanizing figure inspiring pro-
Ukrainian feeling. Television stations now run an on-screen 
flag with the logo “A United Ukraine!” in the corner. Lines 
stretch outside military-recruitment offices. “It’s no longer 
a fight of Ukrainians for freedom,” says Sasha Tkachenko, 
who runs the 1+1 television group. “It’s now a fight of Ukrai-
nians against Putin.”

Like the Europe it wants to join, the new Ukraine has little 
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Shoots of transparency 
and humility in the new 
Ukrainian government 

might give ideas to 
Russians across the border.
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hard power to deploy against the Kremlin. The power of its 
example is a threat that Russia has met by blocking websites 
with independent news from Ukraine. Preparing Crimea for 
life under its new master, Russia yanked two independent 
Ukrainian television stations off the air on Thursday. Inevi-
tably, Ukrainian news will filter through to Crimea and to 
Russia. On Thursday, four Russian rock singers made a re-
markable, moving video in support of Ukraine’s unity and 
implicitly rebuking Mr. Putin.

Ukraine was a delicate creation, requiring imagination, 
time and peace to flower on unpromising post-Soviet soil. 
Mr. Putin’s war isn’t on what Ukraine is now but what it 
might become.

Mr. Kaminski is a member of the Journal’s editorial 
board.


